A Grace Period of at least one minute is given to users before flagging their attempt as late.

Special Access allows you to override the availability and timing settings of this quiz for specific individuals.

### Availability

**Status:** Active

**Date:**
- Start Date: 9 Feb 2009
- End Date: 11 May 2009

**Display in Schedule:** None

### Additional Release Conditions

There are no conditions attached to this item.

### Security Options

Respondus LockDown Browser: Required to take this quiz

**Optional Advanced Restrictions**

Users can submit even after time has expired. Should use Auto-Submit to prevent from submitting late.

### Timing

- **Time Limit:** 60 minutes
- **Grace Period:** 5 minutes before flagged as late

**Late Submissions:**
- Allow normal submission
- Use Late Limit of 5 minutes
- Auto-Submit Attempt

### Advanced Availability